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SUMMARY
We can maximize the impact of scientific conferences by uploading all conference presentations, posters,
and abstracts to highly trafficked public repositories for each content type. Talks can be hosted on sites
like YouTube and Youku, posters can be published on Figshare, and papers and abstracts can become
open access preprints.
Thanks to the heroic efforts of conference

administrators across science, most aca-

demic conferences scheduled for 2020

have been at least partially translated

into a virtual format. Now, it is time to

figure out what role online content should

have in the future and how to maximize its

engagement and impact.

First, to get in the right mindset, it will

help to stop thinking of annual scientific

conferences as only updating a subset

of attending scientists on what is

happening in a field and start thinking of

conferences as being able to update the

entire world onwhat is happening in a field

of study—especially all relevant scien-

tists, whether they pay dues for that con-

ference or not.

Figure 1 places the ‘‘classic 3’’ scientific

conference content types—presenta-

tions, posters, and conference ab-

stracts—on a continuum ranging from

‘‘easy to produce’’ to ‘‘hard to produce’’

and from ‘‘small impact’’ (on just a few

people) to ‘‘big impact’’ (reaching tens or

hundreds of thousands of people).

As shown in Figure 1, presentations and

posters take a great deal of effort to pro-

duce but are only seen by a narrow subset

of scientists who pay to attend the confer-

ence and also manage to make time for

that particular session. As for conference

abstracts, it is doubtful whether most are

read by anybody besides their peer re-

viewers and maybe a few persistent re-

searchers who endure the login walls or

request copies from the authors. As is

typical of the scientific community, we

do great work, and then put it where no-

body can see it.
Record and Post Presentations on
Major Video Sharing Sites
The biggest barrier to increasing the

impact of scientific presentations was

getting them recorded. The technical bar-

riers to recording scientific talks have

been trivial since smartphones became

ubiquitous (virtual talks are already re-

corded, and offline talks could be re-

corded by having a ‘‘designated

recorder’’ in the audience), but until now

there has been a big human barrier: scien-

tists have an almost introverted hesitance

to record our talks.

Happily, COVID-19 has pushed us all

across this threshold and forced us to

get some comfort with the idea of having

our talks recorded and posted online.

But where is the best place to pub-

lish them?

Posting Talks behind a Paywall Is

Better than Nothing

Having all our talks recorded and posted

behind a paywall (or login wall) on a con-

ference organization’s website (as many

conferences are doing now during the

pandemic) is a huge step toward broader

impact because it helps our talks reach

those scientists who attended the confer-

ence but missed the talk and those who

could not afford the time or money to

travel to the conference. But the audience

is still limited to members who both pay

dues and tolerate the often-clunky confer-

ence website.

Sporadic Uploading toWebsites like

YouTube and Youku Could Start a

Trend toward Higher Impact

The impact potential of scientific talks

cannot be fully realized until they are
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posted on major, public video sharing

sites like YouTube because that’s where

the people are (scientists and otherwise).

Sites like YouTube (in the United States)

and Youku (in China) each receive over

one billion views per day (SimilarWeb,

2020). Encouraging scientists to upload

their talks to public video sharing sites

individually would create sprinklings of

high impact, but adoption would likely

be patchy given that scientists lack expe-

rience and comfort with the process and

may be unmotivated to try it because

they are inexperienced with how

rewarding broad impact can be.

Mass Uploading to Public Video

Sharing Websites Would Change

Science and the World

To ensure that nearly all scientific confer-

ence talks are published to popular sites

like YouTube and Youku—and give

many scientists exposure to the sublime

feeling of having a broad impact—we

could stop waiting on scientists to do it

themselves. Instead, conferences could

manage the posting of all recorded talks.

Academic conferences are already

abnormal for keeping their conference

talks to themselves. In industry, uploading

videos of all conference events and talks

to major video sharing websites is just

standard practice. The annual Consumer

Electronics Show (CES) in the United

States generates thousands of YouTube

videos every year, covering every talk

and event from multiple perspectives, all

professionally recorded (Consumer Elec-

tronics Show, 2019).

Science may lack the professional

audio-visual staff of a major industry
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Figure 1. The Effort-Impact Continuum
Most traditional scientific conference content takes a lot of effort to create and has a relatively small reach
and impact (relative to the total population of people potentially interested in it).
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conference, but it makes up for this in

sheer industriousness. Many academic

conferences since the pandemic have

demonstrated that they have the human

capacity to process and upload hundreds

of videos. Andwhere extramanual labor is

needed, science’s army of undergraduate

research assistants (RAs) can be em-

ployed to consolidate, edit, and upload

the videos. Volunteer RAs who help with

this task will be learning about their field’s

research as they do it.

Posters Can Have a Second Life on
Figshare
According to a pilot study we conducted

at a major scientific conference, tradi-

tional scientific posters received an

average of 6.4 visitors, according to pre-

senters’ own subjective count (K.L. Merlo

et al., 2019, AHA, conference). Typically,

posters are thrown away after those 6.4

visitors.
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Encouraging or requiring poster pre-

senters to upload their final posters to

sites like Figshare.com (a website that

treats scientific figures as independent,

micro-publications) could bring thou-

sands of additional virtual visitors to that

poster.

Posters uploaded to Figshare are also

assigned a Direct Object Identifier (DOI)

link, which helps Google discover them

in searches, such as those searches con-

ducted by researchers performing litera-

ture reviews in the future. These Figshare

poster publications can then link to video

talks on YouTube, Youku, etc. and

extended abstracts for more detail.

Abstracts Can Be Made More
Accessible as Preprints
Before creating their talk or poster, some

fields ask scientists to submit 5- to 15-

page extended abstracts containing de-

tails about the new research they would
like to present. If these essays pass peer

review, then the author is given permis-

sion to present them as a talk or poster.

But what happens to the essay?

Right now, abstract essays are often

left to rot behind paywalls and login walls,

only discoverable by using the confer-

ence’s limited, members-only search

feature. These conference abstracts

include details and references typically

not found in the talk or poster and can

be incredibly helpful to scientists who

are conducting literature reviews in the

future.

For other fields, posters and presenta-

tions communicate later-stage research

that is already in the process of being

published, which often means that draft

manuscripts of the research exist.

Requiring conference presenters to up-

load their extended abstracts or pre-pub-

lished manuscripts to a preprint website

(e.g., bioRxiv.org) prior to submission

would ensure that all conference ab-

stracts and associated manuscripts are

available open access and discoverable

via Google Scholar and similar search

engines.

Social Media Posts Can Teach, Not
Just Tantalize
Social media platforms (e.g., Twitter, Tik-

tok, Instagram) can dramatically increase

the impact and reach of all forms of scien-

tific content and may drive more member

registrations and profits to the associated

conferences.

Social Media Statements Are Good

Advertising

Already, innovative scientific conferences

will ask scientists to submit a ‘‘social me-

dia statement’’ to be posted from the con-

ference’s social media accounts. Here is a

real example submitted by our first

author: ‘‘Want to find out how people

talk about their work when they find it

meaningful? Come see our #SIOP19 pos-

ter at 2 p.m. on Tuesday, board #252!’’

These social media statements help get

the word out but typically do not contain

any actual insight; they merely promise

to teach the reader insight if they attend.

Social Media ‘‘Microlearning’’ Posts

Actively Teach New Science

The biggest leap forward in impact we can

make when sharing science on social me-

dia is to use it for more than advertising—

to actively teach people new research in



Figure 2. Social Media Flipbook Poster
Social media ‘‘flipbook’’ mini-posters are 3–5 slides teaching the key points of a research study that can be created in PowerPoint, automatically posted to social
media, and linked to the conference talk video or preprint essay.
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bite-sized posts and link those mini-les-

sons to articles and talks for even deeper

learning.

Instead of a purely ‘‘promotional’’ tweet

like the above example, the author could

include a key takeaway: ‘‘When people

find their work meaningful, they talk about

their work like it is part of their identity,’’

and then link people to the extended ab-

stract preprint, presentation video, and

the conference event schedule for more.

Teaching people something valuable

about a study in the span of a tweet or In-

stagram post puts off a stronger informa-

tion scent (Pirolli and Card, 1999). It es-

tablishes that tweet as providing a high

rate of reward for a small investment of

attention. Counterintuitively, this may

actually provide stronger bait and make

people more likely to click through to the

talk or article. At minimum, everyone

who reads the tweet learns something,

whether they click or not.

Social Media Mini-Posters Are Easy

to Make and Highly Engaging

To maximize the engagement with sci-

ence posted on social media, we can go

beyond text-only posts and create social

media ‘‘flipbook’’ mini-posters (see

Figure 2). Essentially a silent presentation,

these flipbooks can be 3–5 Powerpoint

slides illustrating the key aspects of a

study in a visual format. When posted on

social media, the slides either auto-
advance or allow scientists to swipe

through them at their own pace.

Examples of researchers using this

technique to share new science can be

seen across many fields under the ‘‘#Twit-

terPoster’’ hashtag on Twitter (also see

Morrison, 2020). As one prominent

example, graduate students in the psy-

chology department at University College

Dublin organized their own unofficial social

media poster session full of these flipbook-

style mini-posters that was so popular that

their virtual poster session became a

trending hashtag (Twitter, 2020).

This same ‘‘flipbook’’ design pattern

would also probably make an excellent

virtual poster experience apart from social

media.

Focusing on User Goals Can Help
Conferences Invent All-New
Formats
Now that conferences are online, any

format that can be imagined for scientific

knowledge exchange can be realized

with the right technical resources,

including holding an entire conference in

virtual reality, as the 2020 Educators in

VR International Summit chose to do

(Vanfossen, 2020).

The technical possibilities on the web

are endless, but the goals of scientists

who attend conferences are more finite.

Here are a few of them:
1. Get updated on my focal area.

2. Learn about a new area I’m inter-

ested in.

3. See what’s going on in my field

broadly (give serendipity a chance).

4. Meet new people in my field.

It can help to focus less on translating

traditional formats, andmore on translating

traditional goals. For example, the Van An-

del Institute (2020) met the social goals of

a poster session by creating a chatroom-

basedpostersessionusingSlack.Similarly,

theSABERcommunity askedpresenters to

post 1-min personal summary videos next

to each poster file (SABER, 2020).

To help researchers get updated on their

focal area, conferences could use the data

they already have on which topics each

researcher has presented on and create

short ‘‘new findings in your topic area’’ pa-

ges tailored to the individual.

Motivating Scientists to Try New
Formats
How can conferences motivate busy sci-

entists to create social media mini-post-

ers, put our talks on YouTube, upload

our abstracts as preprints, and use all-

new formats? Easy: Just nudge us to do

it at exactly the right time–when we need

something from the conference.

Use the Goal Gradient

Scientists are typically too busy to volun-

teer extra effort in the name of impact,
Cell 182, September 3, 2020 1069
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except whenwe are in the process of sub-

mitting to a conference. In that frantic

state, we will jump through any hoop to

get our work submitted. This is called

the Goal Gradient hypothesis: The closer

someone is to their goal, the more effort

they will put in (Kivetz et al., 2006).

The goal gradient hypothesis suggests

that we have a lot of leeway in what we

can ask scientists to do at the submission

stage. In our view, much of the above

(e.g., asking for links to preprints of

extended abstracts and manuscripts)

would work well as requirements added

to the process of submitting to a con-

ference.

Send Impact Reports to Give

Scientists More Meaning

It could be incredibly motivating to send

scientists impact reports to help them

see that, contrary to their expectations,

people actually downloaded their posters

and viewed their talks. To take this up to

the level of the whole field, the ‘‘total

views’’ for all content in the conference

across all platforms could become a

field-wide impact metric that can be

tracked and celebrated year-over-year.

Maintaining Value for Paying
Members with Drip-Release
A field’s annual conference is a crucial

source of income for many scientific soci-

eties, which often motivates the ‘‘paywall

model’’ for online conference content.

One antidote to this is a ‘‘drip-release’’

model, where all content is made immedi-

ately available to paying members but is

then scheduled to ‘‘drip’’ out to public re-

positories and social media over the

next year.

The world-renowned TED (Technology

Entertainment Design) conference uses

exactly this type of drip-release model.

They publicly release one talk per day on

YouTube (and their public website) over

the year following their in-person confer-

ence, accompanied by social media

posts with key takeaways (McMa-

nus, 2013).

This content drip can be automated so

that a year’s worth of YouTube uploads

and social media posts can be put on

autopilot with one, initial burst of effort.

The content-drip keeps dues-paying

members engaged and learning

throughout the year and builds interest

and excitement for next year’s confer-
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ence. It also strengthens the conference’s

brand image as a source of knowledge in

that area.

Overcoming Objections
Many scientists are uncomfortable with

the idea of making scientific content—

especially conference content—more

broadly accessible.

Objection #1: The Public Won’t

Understand that Conference

Research Is Early Stage

There is an assumption that scientists al-

ways critically evaluate conference

research for its ‘‘potential,’’ whereas the

naive, gullible public will accept every-

thing we say as gospel and immediately

start bottling it into snake oil.

Remember that our current approach

(in which the content disappears when

the conference ends) is keeping new sci-

ence away from many experts who would

understand and benefit from it (for

example, scientists in the field who could

not attend that particular conference). Is it

worth keeping new science away from

those people to coddle the public? The

best long-term outcome is not keeping

the public blind to raw science; it is teach-

ing them to understand it. And if we want

the public to better understand science,

then at some point we cannot keep pro-

tecting them from it.

Objection #2: We Shouldn’t Dumb It

Down for Social Media

When worrying that a complex, nuanced

study cannot possibly be boiled down to

a tweet or a Reddit post, it is important

to note that science is already distilled

successfully on social media on a large

scale. The ‘‘reddit.com/r/science’’ com-

munity posts single-sentence summaries

of new findings (linked to study abstracts)

for an audience of over 24 million sub-

scribers.

Sometimes a finding on reddit.com/r/

science has a summary that is too over

simplified (e.g., neglects to say ‘‘in

mice’’), and in those cases, the top

comment (often from a scientist in a

related field) will typically correct the

misimpression and provide the missing

context.

Websites like Reddit and Twitter are

populated by a mix of scientists and lay-

people and are already capable of doing

a pretty good job of summarizing new sci-

ence. They can only improve if authors
more actively shape the interpretation of

their own work.

Objection #3: I Just Don’t Feel

Confident Enough in My Presenting

Ability

Wehave pressedmany scientists to share

their work more broadly. Often, after get-

ting past the above objections, these re-

searchers confessed something to the ef-

fect of ‘‘I just don’t feel confident enough

in my presenting ability to want people

to see my talks and posters.’’ Happily,

some of these same scientists have

shown renewed interest in sharing their

talks more widely after giving a talk they

are especially proud of.

If we can build more self-efficacy in sci-

entists about communicating their work,

then the rest of the objections may fall,

given that research in work psychology

has shown that feeling like you are good

at something makes you more interested

in doing it (M.D. Zimmerman and B.M.

Wiernik, 2020, Society for Industrial and

Organizational Psychology, conference).

Conclusion: Every Product of a
Scientific Conference Can Be Made
Available Free, Online, and Easy to
Browse
If the above practices are implemented, it

will result in tens of thousands of new sci-

entific talks, posters, and papers flooding

the public internet and social media every

year. Every scientist will be able to quickly

access any content from any conference

that could aid their research (without

needing to log in or request copies from

authors), and millions of people searching

public video sites like YouTube and

Youku to learn about a new topic will

begin to discover real science on it.

Making science more easily accessible

to the world will not be without some

negative consequences, but it could also

accelerate the pace of discovery and

build a direct line of communication be-

tween science and the public. All it takes

to start this revolution is a few clicks of

an upload button.
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